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TAMERICI BEACH CLUB

If you're looking to organize a private group party including beach side view, the solution is Tamerici Beach Club.
It is the ideal place to manage a beach dining experience for incentive trips, product launch or presentation, but
also for a private celebration such as birthday or anniversary party with a minimum of 80 pax ‘till a maximum of 250
pax. We offer different solutions from an informal Pizza brunch to a beach barbeque with Entertainment (DJ, live
bands, caricaturist, fire jugglers). We offer the maximum professionality for the event management to meet your
expectations providing even Services such as photographer and video-maker, audio-visual-A/V equipment. Time
limit for events are subject to the Regional Authority legal provision. The Back up option is planned at the indoor
event area of Melograno Masseria, eventually at the roofed outdoor space by the indoor pool. Exclusive fee for the
day use of the beach can be offered upon request.
AVAILABLE FROM JUNE TILL MID SEPTEMBER UPON REQUEST

PIZZA PARTY - Minimum 80 participants
PRICE PER PERSON - starting from
(salads, focaccia, grilled vegetables, pizza, watermelon)
Water included - beer and drinks excluded
Basic set up for tables
BEACH PARTY – Minimum 80 participants
PRICE PER PERSON - starting from
(pizza and pasta, fish barbeque, cod cuts and local mozzarella
stand, fried panzerotti live stand, watermelon and ice-cream cart)
Water included - beer and drinks excluded
Basic decoration of tables
AMERICAN BAR – up to 350 cocktails
Barman and Set Up included
DJ SET – starting from
Siae excluded approx. € 190,00
Time limit at midnight
FONTANE AL TITANIO - 7

€ 50,00+ VAT 10%

€ 80,00+ VAT 10%

€ 2.100,00 + VAT 10%
€ 600,00 +VAT 22%
€ 700,00 + VAT 22%

MORE INFO: DECORATIONS FOR PARTIES CAN BE THEMATIZED UPON REQUEST

